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Abstract
The chaotic order A B among positive invertible operators on a Hilbert space is introduced
by log A≥ logB. Related to the Furuta inequality for the chaotic order, Furuta posed the following
question: For A;B> 0, A B if and only if holds for all p≥ 1, r≥ t, s≥ 1 and t ∈ [0,1]? Recently
he gave a counterexample to the “only if” part. In our preceding note, we pointed out that the
condition (Q) characterizes the operator order A ≥ B. Moreover we showed that (Q) characterizes
the chaotic order in some sense. The purpose of this note is to continue our preceding discussion
on the operator inequality (Q) under the chaotic order. Among others, we prove that if A B for
A, B > 0, then for p≥1, s≥1, r≥0 and t≤0, where A s B = Aand particularly ]s=s for s ∈(0,1). 1
2 (A&#x2212;12 BA&#x2212;1 2 )sA 1 2 and particularly ]s = \s for s 2 [0; 1].
KEYWORDS: Furuta inequality, grand Furuta inequality, chaotic order and chaotic Furuta in-
equality.
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Abstract. The chaotic order A À B among positive invertible oper-
ators on a Hilbert space is introduced by logA ¸ logB. Related to
the Furuta inequality for the chaotic order, Furuta posed the following
question: For A;B > 0, AÀ B if and only if
(Q) Ar¡t ¸ fA r2 (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )sA r2 g r¡t(p¡t)s+r
holds for all p ¸ 1, r ¸ t, s ¸ 1 and t 2 [0; 1]? Recently he gave a
counterexample to the "only if" part. In our preceding note, we pointed
out that the condition (Q) characterizes the operator order A ¸ B.
Moreover we showed that (Q) characterizes the chaotic order in some
sense. The purpose of this note is to continue our preceding discussion
on the operator inequality (Q) under the chaotic order. Among others,
we prove that if AÀ B for A; B > 0, then
At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s B
p) · B
for p ¸ 1; s ¸ 1; r ¸ 0 and t · 0, where A \s B = A 12 (A¡ 12BA¡ 12 )sA 12
and particularly ]s = \s for s 2 [0; 1].
1. Introduction
In succession with the Furuta inequality [11], Furuta [14] proposed the
interpolational inequality between the Ando-Hiai inequality [2] and the Fu-
ruta inequality, which is called the grand Furuta inequality in [8]. See [10],
[15], [16], [23] and [25]. For convenience, we denote by A > 0 if A is a
positive invertible operator on a Hilbert space and by AÀ B for A; B > 0
if logA ¸ logB, which is called the chaotic order in [7].
The grand Furuta inequality. If A ¸ B > 0, then for each t 2 [0; 1],
(G) A1¡t+r ¸ fA r2 (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )sA r2 g 1¡t+r(p¡t)s+r
holds for all s ¸ 1, p ¸ 1 and r ¸ t.
Recently Furuta solved the following question posed by himself [17]:
Furuta's question. For A;B > 0, AÀ B if and only if
(Q) Ar¡t ¸ fA r2 (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )sA r2 g r¡t(p¡t)s+r
holds for all p ¸ 1, r ¸ t, s ¸ 1 and t 2 [0; 1]?
Mathematics Subject Classi¯cation. 47A63.
Key words and phrases. Furuta inequality, grand Furuta inequality, chaotic order and
chaotic Furuta inequality.
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The principal part of this question is "only if", for which he gave a negative
answer by ¯nding the conterexample A = eX and B = eY , where
(1) X =
µ
2 2
2 ¡1
¶
and Y =
µ
1 3
3 ¡2
¶
:
Then logA = X ¸ Y = logB and (Q) does not hold for r = 2; t = 1; s = 2
and p = 2.
In our preceding note [9], we pointed out that "(Q) holds for all p ¸ 1; r ¸
t; s ¸ 1 and t 2 [0; 1]" characterizes the operator order A ¸ B for A; B > 0
and consequently it is strictly stronger than the chaotic order A À B.
Moreover we discussed a characterization of chaotic order in the frame of
operator inequalities of grand Furuta type. Very recently, Furuta improved
our characterization of the chaotic order which is a typical application of
the Furuta inequality, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [18].
Inspired by Furuta's improvement, we consider operator inequalities of
grand Furuta type under the chaotic order in this note. As a matter of fact,
we propose the following inequality as a satellite of the chaotic grand Furuta
inequality: If AÀ B for A; B > 0, then
At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · B
for p ¸ 1; s ¸ 1; r ¸ 0 and t · 0, where
A \s B = A
1
2 (A¡
1
2BA¡
1
2 )sA
1
2
and particularly ]s = \s for s 2 [0; 1]. Furthermore we discuss some exten-
sions of the above inequality.
Concluding this section, we have to say that our viewpoint depends on a
satellite inequality [19] to the Furuta inequality; if A ¸ B > 0, then
(2) A¡r ] 1+r
p+r
Bp · B · A · B¡r ] 1+r
p+r
Ap
for p ¸ 1 and r ¸ 0.
2. Furuta's improvement
The origin of the question (Q) may come from the chaotic Furuta inequal-
ity (FC), i.e., for A; B > 0, AÀ B if and only if
Ar ¸ (A r2BpA r2 ) rp+r
holds for all p; r ¸ 0, see [4], [13], [6], [26] and Uchiyama [24]. The meaning
of (FC) becomes clear if one compares with the Furuta inequality (FI), [11]
and see [3], [12], [19] and [22]: If A ¸ B ¸ 0, then
A1+r ¸ (A r2BpA r2 ) 1+rp+r
holds for all p ¸ 1; r ¸ 0.
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For convenience, we cite the original form of the Furuta inequality:
Furuta inequality: If A ¸ B ¸ 0,
then for each r ¸ 0,
(A
r
2ApA
r
2 )
1
q ¸ (A r2BpA r2 ) 1q
and
(B
r
2ApB
r
2 )
1
q ¸ (B r2BpB r2 ) 1q
hold for p and q such that p ¸ 0
and q ¸ 1 with
(1 + r)q ¸ p+ r:
(1 + r)q = p+ r
p = q
q
10
1
¡r
p
Figure 1
We remark that Furuta's question can be rephrased as the existence of
a parallelism between (FI) - (FC) and (G) - (Q), where (FI) and (G) are
considered under the operator order, and (FC) and (Q) are done under the
chaotic order. Unfortunately our result says that it is incomplete for the case
t 2 [0; 1]. So we paid our attention to the bounds of t in Furuta's question
(Q) and showed characterizations of the chaotic order and the operator order
under replacing to t · 0. Furuta [18] improved them, in which 1 · s · 2 is
improved to s ¸ 1. That is,
Theorem A. For A; B > 0, AÀ B if and only if (Q) holds for p ¸ 0; r ¸
0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
Theorem B. For A; B > 0, A ¸ B if and only if (G) holds for p ¸ 1; r ¸
0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
Incidentally Theorem B is shown in Cor. 5. Theorem A is proved by a
combination of (FC) and (FI) as follows: If AÀ B, then
(3) A1 = A¡t ¸ (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )
¡t
p¡t = B1
for p ¸ 0 and t · 0. Applying (FI) to A1 ¸ B1 > 0, it follows that
A1+r11 ¸ (A
r1
2
1 B
p1
1 A
r1
2
1 )
1+r1
p1+r1
for p1 ¸ 1 and r1 ¸ 0. Since we may assume t 6= 0 by (FC), we put
p1 =
(p¡ t)s
¡t ¸ 1 and r1 =
r
¡t ¸ 0;
so that we have the conclusion (Q) for p ¸ 0; r ¸ 0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
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3. Mean theoretic approach
We begin with rephrasing (Q) and (G) in terms of operator means re-
spectively;
(QM) At¡r ] r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · 1
and
(GM) At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · A:
Thus Theorems A and B are represented as follows:
Theorem AM. For A; B > 0, A À B if and only if (QM) holds for
p ¸ 0; r ¸ 0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
Theorem BM. For A; B > 0, A ¸ B if and only if (GM) holds for
p ¸ 1; r ¸ 0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
On the other hand, (FC) is rephrased, too: For A; B > 0, AÀ B if and
only if
(FCM) A¡r ] r
p+r
Bp · 1 for p; r ¸ 0:
We here note that (FCM) is the special case t = 0 and s = 1 in (QM).
It is pointed out in [5, 13, 21] that (FC) implies the following Furuta type
operator inequality which is nothing but the ¯rst inequality in (2).
Theorem C. If AÀ B for A; B > 0, then
(SM) A¡r ] 1+r
p+r
Bp · B for p ¸ 1 and r ¸ 0:
As mentioned in [21], Theorem C automatically connects to the Furuta
inequality because (FI) is expressed as follows: If A ¸ B ¸ 0, then
(FIM) A¡r ] 1+r
p+r
Bp · A for p ¸ 1 and r ¸ 0:
Under such circumstances among (QM), (GM), (FCM), (FIM) and (SM),
we propose the following inequality under the chaotic order, which implies
Theorem B as well as Theorem C does (FIM) under the assumption A ¸
B ¸ 0:
Theorem 1. If AÀ B for A;B > 0, then
At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · At] 1¡t
p¡t
Bp · B
holds for p ¸ 1; s ¸ 1; r ¸ 0 and t · 0. Consequently, if A ¸ B > 0, then
At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · A
holds for p ¸ 1; s ¸ 1; r ¸ 0 and t · 0.
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Proof. Fix arbitrary p ¸ 1; s ¸ 1; r ¸ 0 and t · 0. Now (FC) implies that
(4) A¡t ¸ (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 ) ¡tp¡t and so A¡t À (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 ) ¡tp¡t :
Hence we have
(5) A1 = A1¡t À (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )
1¡t
p¡t = B1:
Since p1 =
(p¡t)s
1¡t ¸ 1 and t1 = ¡ r1¡t · 0, we can apply Theorem C to
p1 ¸ 1; r1 = ¡t1 ¸ 0 and A1 À B1; that is,
(6) At11 ] 1¡t1
p1¡t1
Bp11 · B1:
Applying this, we have
A¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(A¡
t
2BpA¡
t
2 )s · (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 ) 1¡tp¡t ;
so that
At¡r ] 1+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · At ] 1¡t
p¡t
Bp · B;
where the ¯nal inequality is just assured by Theorem C. ¤
Corollary 2. If AÀ B for A; B > 0 and ® > 0, then
At¡r ] ®+r¡t
(p¡t)s+r
(At \s Bp) · At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp · B®
holds for p ¸ ®; r ¸ 0; s ¸ 1 and t · 0.
Proof. Put A1 = A®; B1 = B®; p1 = p® ¸ 1; r1 = r® ¸ 0 and t1 = t® · 0.
Then it follows from Theorem 1 that
At1¡r11 ] 1+r1¡t1
(p1¡t1)s+r1
(At11 \s B
p1
1 ) · At11 ] 1¡t1
p1¡t1
Bp11 · B1;
so that we have the conclusion. ¤
In Corollary 2, we put s = ¯¡tp¡t and u = t¡r. Then we have the following
inequalities, which are equivalent. The following reformulation in Corollary
3 will interpretate the meaning of Corollary 2 well, as in the Figure of the
next section.
Corollary 3. If AÀ B for A; B > 0 and ¯ > ® > 0, then
Au ]®¡u
¯¡u
(At \¯¡t
p¡t
Bp) · At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp · B®
and
Bu ]®¡u
¯¡u
(Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap) ¸ Bt ]®¡t
p¡t
Ap ¸ A®
hold for ® · p · ¯ and u · t · 0.
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4. A complementary operator inequality
In this section, we consider the case ® < 0 in Corollary 3. For this, we
prepare an operator inequality complementary to Theorem C.
Lemma 4. If AÀ B for A; B > 0 and ® · 0, then
At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp · A®
holds for p ¸ 0 and t · ®.
Proof. Since we may assume t < ® < 0 by (FC), it follows from (FC) that
At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp = At ]®¡t
¡t
(At ] ¡t
p¡t
Bp) · At ]®¡t
¡t
1 = A®;
where we used the multiplicativity of ]° , i.e., A ]st B = A ]s (A ]t B). ¤
Theorem 5. If AÀ B for A; B > 0 and ® · 0 · ¯, then
Au ]®¡u
¯¡u
(At \¯¡t
p¡t
Bp) · At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp · A®
and
Bu ]®¡u
¯¡u
(Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap) ¸ Bt ]®¡t
p¡t
Ap ¸ B®
hold for 0 · p · ¯ and u · t · ®.
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. Since
(A¡
t
2BpA¡
t
2 )
1
p¡t ¿ A
by (FC), we have
B1 = (A¡
t
2BpA¡
t
2 )
®¡t
p¡t ¿ A®¡t = A1:
Therefore it follows from Theorem C that
At11 ] 1¡t1
p1¡t1
Bp11 · B1
for p1 ¸ 1 and t1 · 0. So we put p1 = ¯¡t®¡t and t1 = u¡t®¡t , that is,
Au¡t ]®¡u
¯¡u
(A¡
t
2BpA¡
t
2 )
¯¡t
p¡t · (A¡ t2BpA¡ t2 )®¡tp¡t :
Arranging it and applying Lemma 4, we have
Au ]®¡u
¯¡u
(At \¯¡t
p¡t
Bp) · At ]®¡t
p¡t
Bp · A®;
which is the required inequality. The latter is obtained by B¡1 À A¡1. ¤
Remark 6. Finally we note the remarkable contrast between the second
inequalities in Corollary 3 and Theorem 5. That is, suppose that A À B
for A; B > 0. Then the following (1) and (2) hold.
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(1) If ¯ > ® > 0, then
Bu ]®¡u
¯¡u
(Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap) ¸ Bt ]®¡t
p¡t
Ap ¸ A®
for ® · p · ¯ and u · t · 0.
(2) If ® · 0 · ¯, then
Bu ]®¡u
¯¡u
(Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap) ¸ Bt ]®¡t
p¡t
Ap ¸ B®
for 0 · p · ¯ and u · t · ®.
We here draw the path fX ]c Y ; c 2 [0; 1]g as the curve combining X
and Y in the following ¯gure. Then it may express this contrast in (1) and
(2) by setting the line x = ®. In each case ® < 0 or ® > 0, the order
among the upper three points of intersection with x = ® is preserved for
positive operators. Incidentally, since the assumption AÀ B does not imply
A® ¸ B® for ® > 0 and B® ¸ A® for ® < 0, the order among the four points
of intersection with x = ® does not hold, contrary to the numerical case.
AxBx
1
0 ¯pt
Ap
Bt
Bt ]®¡t
p¡t
Ap
Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap
Figure 2
u
Bu ]®¡u
¯¡u
(Bt \¯¡t
p¡t
Ap)
Bp
Bu
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